ALIEN FRIENDS
Materials:
2 Glittery pom poms
Length of floss
4 Goggle eyes
Glue
Safety Pins

INSTRUCTIONS

Glue each end of Floss to a Pom pom. Glue on
Goggle eyes, add a Safety pin

BED ROLL
Materials:
2 Different colours of felt
Yarn
Glue
Safety Pin

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut both pieces of felt approximately 2" by 4"
Place one inside the other and roll. Glue.
Using the Floss, tie the felt as you would tie your
bed roll.
Add a safety pin.

KNOTTY PEOPLE
Materials:
9 inches knotting cord or macrame cord
small macrame bead (or Car seat bead)
fine tip marker to draw face
1 small safety pin

INSTRUCTIONS
Feed one end of the cord through the bead.
Make an overhand knot on the short end.
Fluff the end of the cord for hair.
With the remaining cord under the bead, tie a
bowline knot.
Draw a face on the bead with the fine tip
Marker. Pin on using the safety pin.

BLACK SOCKS
Materials:
Black felt
Scissors
Baby Yarn
Safety Pin

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut 2 black socks out of the black felt.
(using
Sew them together sat the top and tie a bow.
Add Safety pin

FRYING PANS
Materials;
Bottle Cap
White & Yellow felt or Fun Foam
Brownish Red yarn
Paper clip for handle
Glue

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut out small pieces of yellow
felt/foam for egg yolks
Cut out larger pieces of white
felt/foam for eggs
Cut out small pieces yarn for bacon
Glue everything into the bottle cap.
Bend open paper clip and glue to
bottom
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BRACELET:
Materials:
Beads
Hemp or yarn

INSTRUCTIONS
Tie one bead on one end to stop the others from
falling off. String beads along length of
Yarn/hemp until you reach the desired length.
String through the last bead again and tie off.

CAMPFIRE

INSTRUCTIONS

Materials:
Small pieces of branches or wood
Gold/Red Glittery pipecleaners
Safety pin
Glue

FRIENDSHIP RAINDOW:

INSTRUCTIONS

Materials;
Lacing
Plastic Canvas circles or half circles
Beads
Safety Pins

GOGGLY PET
Materials:
Craft stick
Pipecleaners
Yarn (Bow tie)
1 Large Pom Pom (Head)
2 Med. Pom Poms (Ears)
2 Small Pom Poms (Nose)
1 piece of felt (Mouth)
2 large Goggly eyes
Glue Gun

POM POM LANTERN
1 sparkle pom pom
1 Small round wooden piece for bottom
1 Small domed wooden piece for top
1 length of ribbon
Glue/Paint

Stack 4 or so pieces of wood together.
You may decide to glue it together, or
may not.
Wrap the pipe cleaners together and
twist around the bundle. Add safety pin.

If using the circles, cut in half.
Chose your colours of lacing and just
weave them back and forth through the
holes. Add beads to the ends. Remember
to thread one piece of lacing through the
bead a second time to stop it from
slipping off.

INSTRUCTIONS
Glue large Pom Pom on to stick for head.
Glue on the rest of the features as shown in the
picture. (Ears/Nose/Mouth/Eyes)
Wrap the Pipe cleaner around the stick and glue in
place.
Add the ribbon Bow tie.

INSTRUCTIONS
Paint wooden pieces and let dry
Glue the length of ribbon to the underside of the
Domed wooden piece (Handel)
Glue Pom Pom between the two wooden pieces
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BUG SWATTER
Plastic Canvas
Fun foam Bug
Pipe cleaner
glue

BEADIE BUG
3 Green Oval beads
Craft Wire
Googly eyes
Broach pin

LANTERN
MDF board
Green Paint
Yellow paint
Grey paint
Black permanent marker
Broach pin
Paint brush

MASQUERADE MASK
Fun Foam (any colour)
Glitter Pipe cleaners
Glitter Glue

NB TAM
Piece of NB Tartan
Needle/Thread
Small circle of felt
Small Pom Pom
Small piece of ribbon
Batting

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut Plastic Canvas 7 holes x 9 holes
Run pipe cleaner through the mesh about 3
holes in at the bottom and back out 3 holes
later. Twist together
Glue bug on to swatter.
Attach with a Safety Pin

INSTRUCTIONS
Double the Craft wire and run it through the
beads to holds them together.
Take another shorter length and wrap it
around the neck. Curl the ends up for hands.
Curl the ends of the leg wires up for feet.
Glue on Eyes. Glue pin to back.

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut shape out of MDF board.
Paint according to picture
Glue pin on back.

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut mask from Fun Foam.
Cut Pipe cleaner into 2 inch lengths.
Glue pipecleaner on side of mask.
Decorate with Glitter Glue.
Attach with a safety pin to hat.

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut 3 inch round out of Tartan. Do a running stitch
all around the edge of the material. Draw it up and
stuff with the batting. Pull tight and tie off. Glue
Felt over stitching to hide.
Glue Pom Pom on top and add the ribbon.
Attach to hat with Safety pin.
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BROWN OWL
Brown Fun Foam
2 Eyes
Yellow Fun Foam
1 Pom Pom (BIG)

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut Owl Shape out of Brown Fun Foam.
Glue Eyes on.
Cut beak out of yellow Fun Foam, Glue on
Glue Large Pom Pom on for the tummy
Attach to hat with a Safety Pin

CANTEEN
2 Film canister lids
Yarn for strap
Bead

BATHROOM BUCKET
1 Film canister (cut down)
Plastic drinking straw
Coffee stirrers
White felt
Pipe cleaner
Craft Wire
String

INSTRUCTIONS
Glue the two tops together. Inside out.
Glue large bead on top
Glue Yarn around the lids and tie at the top
for a strap.

INSTRUCTIONS
Bucket: Cut off top half of canister. Glue on craft wire
for handle.
Toilet paper Roll: Cut straw and felt in 1 in. strips.
Glue felt around the straw.
Toilet Brush: Cut coffee stirrers and pipe cleaner into 1
in. strips Bend pipe cleaner into a U shape and insert
both ends into the stirrer.
Use string for toilet paper roll and toilet brush to attach
to bucket. Use a safety pin to attach to Camp hat.

CATERPILLAR
1 Spring Clothespin
1 black pipe cleaner (cut into 1/3)
4 Large Green Pom Poms
2 Googly eyes
1 Flower Stamen

INSTRUCTIONS
Glue pipecleaner sections on top of the
clothespin, bending down the sides for
legs.
Glue Pom Poms on the top of the
clothespin spacing them over the legs.
Glue eyes on the front Pom Pom
Fold Flower Stamen in half and glue on
for antenna.
Clip onto hat.
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LARGE S’MORE
Fun Foam (Beige/Brown/White)
Googly eyes
Pipe cleaner/Sm. Pom Pom
Glue
Sharpie pen
Small wooden dowel or round
toothpick

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut fun foam out- 2 beige, 1 brown, 1 white.
Layer together with beige on top and
bottom.Cut pipecleaner in 4 equal parts. Curl
up ends
Glue small pom pom to end of wooden dowel.
Insert pipecleaners into sandwich and glue it
all together. Glue wood to one hand. Add
googly eyes and draw on mouth.

SMALL S’MORE
Fun foam (Beige/Tan/Dark Brown)
Cotton ball
Glue
Safety pin

SNOW SHOES
Wooden dowels (Balsa)
Yarn
Glue

CHOCOLATE COOKIE
Recycle meat/food trays
(or fun foam)
Glue
Ribbon

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut Fun Foam into 1 inch squares. Cut 2 of
each colour.
Layer Beige, Tan & Brown then add the
cotton ball. Add Brown, Tan and beige.
Glue it all together as you go.
Add Safety pin.

INSTRUCTIONS
You may have to soak the wood before you
can shape it.
Form snowshoe shape and tie well at the
bottom to hold it. When dry, Do a hitch knot
all around the outside edge.
Weave the yarn back and forth and through
the loops. Glue at the end.

INSTRUCTIONS
This can be made for either the vanilla or
chocolate.
Cut 2 1 ½ in. circles out of the Dark tray (or
Fun Foam)
Cut 1 circle (same size) out of the white tray.
Glue all layers together. Remember to insert
the ribbon as you go.
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FELT TREFOIL
Navy Felt
Cardboard Pattern
Thread
Needle
Batting
Safety pin
Scissors

TOQUE
Toilet paper tubes
Lengths of yarn
Scissors

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut Trefoil pattern out of Cardboard. Transfer
to material. Cut 2 patterns out of felt.
Sew the two sides together using a Blanket
stitch.
Before it is finished, stuff with batting and
finish sewing.
Add a safety pin.

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut toilet paper tubes in approx. 1 inch piece.
Cut about 50 pieces of yarn 10 inches long. Tie the
yarn on the toilet paper tube in “Hooking” fashion.
(Fold yarn in half, put it around the tube, slip the free
ends into the looped end and pull) Continue in this
fashion until tube is full. Draw yarn up through the
center of the tube and using a piece if yarn, tie all the
pieces together. Trim.

SALMON & FIDDLE HEAD
Fun Foam
Green pipe cleaner
Stick or branch
string
Glue
Pin

ICE CREAM CONE
Heavy paper or stiff material
2 Large Pom Poms
Glue
Safety Pin

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut fish shape out of fun foam.
Fold Green pipe cleaner in half, curl the
ends in. Glue to the branch.
Add a piece of string to the fish and tie it
to the pole. Glue to keep in place.
Add Safety pin or broach pin

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut the paper or material in a cone or
triangular shape.
Glue together.
Glue in the Large Pom Poms one on top of
the other.
Add a safety pin.
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PEAS IN A POD
Green FeltRed Felt
3 Green Pom Poms
6 Googly eyes
Glue
Scissors
String
Needle

PILLOW
Material
Batting
Thread
Needle
Scissors

SACK OF POTATOES
White/Ivory material
Beans
Sharpie marker
Thread
Needle
scissors

BEADED BUNNY
2 Car seat beads
Sharpie marker
Pipe cleaner
4 Small pom poms
Glue

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut Felt in oval shape about 4 inches long.
Fold in half and glue the sides together at the
ends.
Glue in the 3 pom poms
Cut small pieces of red felt for hats and
mouths on the pom poms.
Glue on Googly eyes.
Thread string through needle and draw string
through one end of the Pea pod. Tie off.

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut 2 pieces of material the same size
(Square)
Sew up three sides, stuff with batting and
finish sewing.
When done, draw the thread through the
center to make a dimple in the center of the
pillow. Tie off. Add a safety pin.

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut two pieces of material the same size (2 x 3)
Sew three sides together, turn out so that seams
are on the inside.
Fill with beans
Sew off the last side and wrap thread around the
corners to make “Ears”. As seen in the picture.
Write on the outside of the bag : NB Potatoes.

INSTRUCTIONS
Glue the two beads together end to end.
Form ears with the pipe cleaner and glue in place.
Glue 4 small pom poms to the beads as shown in
the picture.
Draw on a cute bunny face.
Hint: To do ears: Fold pipe cleaner in half. Fold
the ends into the middle. You now have 2 ears.
Twist the center together so it will fit in the hole
of your Seat Bead. GLUE.
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HANGER HANGER
6 “ Chenille stick
Small safety pin
Length of string
Mini Clothes pin
Message

BRIGHT BUDDIES
1 pipe cleaner
Bright yarn
Plastic straw
Wooden bead or head

INSTRUCTIONS
Thread the chenille stick through the spring of the
clothes pin.
Fold the chenille stick in an X with the bottom
closed. Take the top two arms and twist them
together, folding them over to make the top of the
hanger. Attach the message to the clothes pin, and
the string to the closed area of the hanger. Attach to
the hat by the string with a safety pin.
INSTRUCTIONS
Cut pipe cleaner in half. Bend one half at the middle. Cut a
1 1/2 inch length from the other half to use as arms. Wrap
yarn around 2 fingers about 7 times. Stick the bent pipe
cleaner between your fingers, around the yarn wraps. Slide
yarn off and stick the ends of the pipe cleaner through the
hole. Pull the pipe cleaner so the yarn is held tight against the
bead. Put the arm piece of pipe cleaner between the two ends
coming through the bead and twist tightly. Continue twisting
until you have about an inch of twisted pipe cleaner. Slip a 1
inch piece of coloured drinking straw over the body. Spread
the legs in a Y and turn the feet up. Cut the loops of yarn and
use a oin to separate the strands for hair. Hot glue a pin back
to the straw.

MUG O CHOCOLATE
Film canister
Choc. Large Pom Pom
Pipecleaner
Glue
Small white pom poms

PAPER CLIP ANGEL
Materials:
12 inch piece of 1/8th inch ribbon
1-silver 8mm round bead
1-#2 size paperclip clamp
scissors, glue and craft needle

INSTRUCTIONS
"Take an empty film canister and cut about 1/2" off the
top. Poke two holes in the side of the canister and put in
a piece of pipe cleaner for a handle, twisting the ends
inside the canister.
Glue a large Dark Brown Pom Pom in the top.
Glue a few small white pom poms on top of the Brown.
Add a safety pin to the handle and pin to hat.

INSTRUCTIONS
Fold ribbon in half. Tie ribbon onto the paper clip using
a half hitch by putting the loop end of ribbon through the
center of the paper clip, then pull loose ends of ribbon
through the loop and tighten. Add the silver bead onto
the loose ends of the ribbon and slide bead down to the
knot. Depending on the size of the hole in the bead, you
may need to use a craft needle to add the bead onto the
ribbon. Determine the desired length of the ribbon and
tie an overhand at the top and trim. You may want to add
a drop of glue to the bead to keep it from sliding.
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PIPECLEANER GIRL
1 Pipe cleaner (Use Guiding
Colours for the different levels)
1 Safety Pin

SWEETHEART
Bumpy Chenille stems
(1 – 8” piece, 1 – 4” piece)
5mm Wooden bead
Fun Foam
Glue
Yarn
Fine tip Sharpie marker
Safety Pin

INSTRUCTIONS
Fold Pipe cleaner in half. Stick finger
through top and make a loop. (Head)
Twist to form head.
Then twist up a bit more for the arms.
Cross the remainder over each other a few
times to tighten the arms into the body.
Turn up feet.

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut a Heart shape out of the Fun Foam.
Wrap yarn around fingers about 7 times. Place long
chenille stem through hair. Pinch the fold shut. Slide
the head bead up the stem so that the yarn hair is
sticking up, hiding the stem fold inside the head. Twist
the 4” chenille stem around the body below the head –
bend the ends, forming the arms & hands. Put 2 twists
half way down the body to separate the body from the
legs. Bend the ends of the legs to form the feet. Cut
loops of hair. Glue the Heart to the front.
Attach safety pin.

FOAMIE CIRCLES

INSTRUCTIONS

Foam Shapes
Nylon thread (fishing
Line type thread)

String the Foam shapes onto the Thread. Tie
off ends.

BACK PACK
Sheets of Fun Foam
Scissors
Small craft stick
Glue

INSTRUCTIONS
Cut a rectangle out of fun foam. Cut a notch on
one end and two horizontal slits on the other end.
Trace a small craft stick onto fun foam and cut in
half. Glue onto the edges of the rectangle for the
sides of backpack, with the rounded end at the
bottom of the back. Bring notched end of
rectangle over and insert into slits. Cut straps out
of fun foam and glue on back of pack.
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